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I EDITORIAL I
The response to the first issue of Network has been extremely positive.
We have already received about a hundred subscriptions," and they are still
pouring steadily in, with two or three in the post most days, and no
lessening of the flow in sight. Notes about Network have already appeared
in the British Linguistic Newsletter and the Cal1fornia Linguistics Newsletter
and notes W1ll appear (or have they already appeared?) in The linguist1c
Rehorter. The next LAGB mailing-will also carry a notice, and there may be
ot er notices too, e.g., in IRAL. Have you any suggestions for other
places which would accept a notice, free? If so, please tell the Editor,
who will send a copy of a draft notice.
·
One of the most rewarding aspects of editing Network over the l.ast few
weeks has been receiving the very many 1etters of we I come and encouragement
for Network. It is now quite clear that our hunch was.right: there really
is a need for a newsletter that will keep people with interests in systemic
and general Firthian linguistics in touch with recent and future publications,
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with what is happening at the annual workshops, and, increasingly, we hope,
with what others working in the general theoretical approach are doing.
We shall come to a critical comment in a moment, but first let me give
a flavour of the general overwhelmingly positive response: verbal reactions
have included 'congratulations ••••• most useful' , 'good ide a' , 'thanks for
i.nvaluable Network' and (perhaps a little TOO generously!,) 'it is a model
of its kind ideationally, interpersonally and textually'. One recent
discovererof the insights of systemic theory writes from the U.S.: 'I'm
really very happy about being caught in the web (bad metaphor, that makes
you a spider - sorry about that!) It was wonderful reading.' And another
new contact from Germany: I think this Network is a wonderful idea and
the first issue looks very promising.'
One reader, 'however, while recognising that there are good features
in the enterprise,has written commenting critically on the lack of objectivity
in Network. And no doubt he speakes for quite a number of others too. My
view is that this is in fact a fair comment. I am reminded of a conversation
recently when I inadvertently used the expression 'something approaching the
facts' in the hearing of a Berger and Luckman-type sociologist, who quickly
asked: 'What facts?' Ten years ago transformationalists usedto refer
freely to now discredited transformational rules as 'the facts' of English and no doubt some still do. This should remind us, even if we have
temporarily forgotten our Whorf, that all 'facts' are relative, even tape
recorded data, and such mental constructs are the results of interpretation
in terms of the mental 'grids', whether they be linguistic theories or
language or both, which we bring to them. So Network does not claim complete
objectivity, and we freely acknowledge that it ex1sts to serve the needs
of a special interest group.
However, within the framework of the assumptions upon which Firthian
and systemic linguistics rests, we shall seek to maintain a critical stance
and to sustain civilised argumentation about alternatives within the
theory. In Network No. 1 we used publishers' descriptions of books in a
number of cases, which by their nature are uncritical, but in this issue
the emphasis has swung over to reviews, which occupy quite a large section.
Another innovation is the 'short articles' section. This is perhaps
particularly important. We hope that systemic linguists will use it, with
the workshops, both to address other systemicists (which may be ver.y
different from addressing non-systemicists), and to try out papers which
may later be published elsewhere. Margaret Berr.y initiates the series
with an article on directives in exchange structures. We hope that this
and other articles will lead to replies, so that any impression of
complacency among ·those working in the systemic framework will be firmly
squashed! There are in fact plenty of arguments, as those at the 1981
Sheffield workshop will testify. Another innovation in this issue is the
'news from readers' section: please write in with news of what you are
dojng so that it may continue. One possible advantage to you, of course,
is that if you do so, there is the possibility of developing a correspondence
with others working in the same area, and so enriching your work - so please
do not be modest, and do write in.
Finally, note the change of date for the 1982 workshop, on page 3, and
the booking form for the 1981 workshop on the last page. And do please
encourage others to become subscribers to Network -and regard yourself
as a contributor!
·
·
!
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NEWS OF FORTHCOMING EVENTS

IIi

· INTERNATIONAL SYSTEMIC WORKSHOP: BIRMINGHAM 1981
:: for this are now well advanced, and there has been a great. deal of
TAn~st. Turn to the last pages of Network No. 2 for further details and
booking fonn.
'
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* CHANGE * OF * DATES * CHANGE * OF * DATES * CHANGE * OF * DATES * CHANGE
NINTH INTERNATIONAL SYSTEMIC WORKSHOP: TORONTO 1982
The dates have been changed to 25th - 28th August 1982, so as to avoid a
clash with the Congress of Linguists in Tokyo, 29th August - 4th September.
For further. details see the notice below.
·.
9th

·INTERNATIONAL
SYSTEMIC WORKSHOP
CURRENT APPLICATIONS
OF SYSTEMIC THEORY

Glendon College
· York University
Tcironto, Ontario, Canada.
August 25-28, 1982

· CALL :FOR PAPERS
Keynote speakers:
M.A.K. Halliday, University of Sydney
Ruqaiya Hasan, Macquarie University

Abstracts of papers on applications of systemic linguistics
are invited in the following areas: anthropology, language
development, stylistics, cohesion, discourse and text structure,
medicine, education and curriculum, theoretical description,.
historical linguistics, comparative grammar, social implications
of language, language for special purposes, E.S.L., bilingualism,
language planning, translation, Artificial Intelligence, and
comput.ational analysis.

The deadline for receipt of abstracts is October 15, 1981.
Please send abstracts to·the address below:
Prof. W.S. Greaves, Program Committee ·
Applied Linguistics Research Working Group
Glendon College, York University
2275 Bayview Ave., Toronto, Ont., Canada M4N 3M6 Tel: (416) 487-6194
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I NEWS

OF PUBLICATIONS ....

f

We give here publishers' descriptions of two books, one recent and one
forthcoming. Each gives evidence of the increasing interaction between
linguistics and computing. (Terry lvinograd' s
paper in Halliday and Martin bringsin this
f.. FORTHCOMING
area.)

Lt~~~mJ ~\mY...u&"~ t:J1il~i@)

<.qitrt~I!1y t~ !_:.\.., [:s.., HH-·;i!itd~~y
@J~~'~;_ru
Mo~~t of the important work done in systemic
linguistics over the last twenty years has until now
not been published or has been almost inaccessible.
Itis in rcsponsdo this serious gap in the available, literature on syste!"'ic theory that Protessor
Halliday and Dr Martin have collec~cd and edited
this selection of the major writings of the period.
They·have grouped the readings into six topicrelated parts and written linking material to clarify
them and put them into proper perspective.
Thi• enables anyone wishing to understand the
development of the theory to gain access to much
in systemics which has previous! y been difficult or
obscure.
The six sections are: 1- Paradigmatic and
syntagmatic relations; II - Formalizing systemic
relations and their structural realization;
Ill- Structure and grammatical function, system
and ells&; !V- >~'5ternic functional generative
grammar; V- Systemic generative syntax, and
VI- Systemic dcsctiptions.
Undergraduate and postgraduate students of
linguistics and English language as well as teachcn
will find this an invaluable addition to their
libraries.
Michael Halliday, the pioneer ofsystemic
linguistics, has remained the leading figure in this
important field. He is author of many books and
articles and is now Professor of Linguistics at the
University ofSydncy. Dr Martin 'is a lecturer in
the same department, co-author of Crazy Talk: a
study '!fthe discourse of fChizophrenic patients. Other
contributors are R. D. Huddleston A. Henrici
R. A. Hudson, Robin Fawcett and Terry
'
Winograd.
·
\

.BATSFORD ACADEMIC

1.. RECENT
Anrhony Da1•ey

DISCOURSE PRODUCTION
A c~mputer model or' some aspects of a sp.cakcr

This book describes a computer program capable
of originating English sentences and sustaining a
continuous discourse, albeit within the context
of the strictly limited world of the game of
noughts and crosses. ·
,
A speaker must have an understanding of his
audience before he is able to decide what to say
and hOw to say it. The object of this program is
to show how a speaker progresses from what
needs to be said to the actual words themselves.
Rules are given for selecting information, for
arran•,ing that information into sentences, and
for constructing clauses and grouping words,
·with the aim of conveying to the hearer the'
necessary a1rrount of information with the
maximum econom)' - what can be left unsaid
is of particular interest and signifi~ance.
Many programs have been constructed to
accept more or less natural English input,
usually in the form of questions requiring
answers, but few have been designed ,to produc~
natural, connected discourse. The program uses
a generative grammar, which Dr Davey calls a
systemic functional grammar,'based on grammars
of Halliday and Hudson, and while the English
output is syntactically limited it is nevertheless
sufficient to illustrate the theoretical and
practical advantages of such a grammar for a
productive system.
A computer seems to be the nearest thlng we
have to a brain, and programs to be the closest
analogy to the brain's processes; so by structuring
a program that enables a computer toproduce
continuous discourse, we are that much nearer
to understanding natural language and the
semantic and syntactic operations underlying it.

Due out Autumn 1981.
EDINBURGH UNIVERSITY PRESS
22 George Square, Edmburgh
ISBN 0 85224 339 I
£7.50
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I NEWS

OF RECENT PUBLICATIONS

i'
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M.A.K. Halliday and Ruqaiya Hasan: Text and Context: Aspects of
ua e in a social-semiotic ers ective, (pp 4 - 91) with an introduction
y 1ra ta pp.
an a rev1ew art1cle on Halliday and Hasan's Cohesion
in En~lish by Yoshihiko Ikegami (pp.92 - 107). Tokyo, Sophia University,
Lingu1sti.c Institute for International Conmunication (Sophia Linguistica 6)
1980.
This volume consists of six papers, presented orally and later
transcribed and edited, by each of the two authors in turn. It is an
imprESsively successful husband arid wife double act, and the fact that the
material was originally presented orally has led to an attractive lightness of
style. Yet the book deals with weighty matters. Despite its few score
page, it introduces most of the demanding themes explored in 'Text as
semantic choice in soci a1 contexts' and in Lan ua e as soci a1 semiotic
(which is reviewed elsewhere in Network No.
, as we as 1n ro uc1ng
Ruqaiya Hasan's own work on the structure of text. Your bookshop may have
doubts about how to order it, but it's well worth getting them to. Or
write direct yourself to Tokyo. The cost, unfortunately, is not known.
(Note:

News of many other recent publications was given in Network No. 1.)

I NEWS OF FORTHCOMING PUBLICATIONS I
M.A.K. Halliday and J.R. Martin {Eds.): Readings in systemic
Lingui sti cs - London, Bats ford. See page 4.M.A.K. Halliday: A short introduction to functional grammar.
•
London: Arnold. M.A.K. Halliday writes that he th1nks it more likely that
this book will not be out until 1982.
M.A.K. Halliday and R.P. Fawcett (Eds.) New developmentsin systemic
linguistics. London, Batsford. Some papers in, some being written.
Those who have agreed to contribute are: A. Afolayan; J.D. Benson,
w.s. Greaves and D.J. Mendelsohn; M. Berry; E.K. Brown; C.S. Butler;
J.O. Ellis; R.P. Fawcett; M. Gregory; M.A.K. Halliday; R. Hasan;
R.A. Hudson; J.R. Martin; V. Prakasam; J. Taglicht; G.J. Turner;
S.K. Verma; and D.J. Young.
NEWS OF READERS' ACTIVITIES
TRAVELLING SYSTEM! CISTS
Bill Downes (University of East Anglia) is spending the summer in his
nat1ve Canada, but will be back at U.E.A. in the Autumn.
_
Martin Davies (Stirling University) is spending a sabbatical half-year
at the On1versity of Sydney, when he will continue working on his two main
areas of interest, cohesion and intonation. Readers who wish to correspond
with him on these and other topics between now and January 1982 should,
therefore, write to him at: Department of Linguistics, University of Sydney.
NSW 2006, Australia.
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Paul Tench (U.W.I.S.T., Cardiff) has spent the last two years at the
Omvers1ty of,Ilorin in Nigeria, where he has been working in Teaching
English as a Second Language at the 4.lni versi ty. He and his family have seen
much of the vast and varied country of Nigeria, visiting Zaria and Maiduguri
in the North and North East, and even sailing on Lake Chad. Paul takes a
particular interest in systemic approaches to intonation, and he is perhaps
best known for his article 'Double ranks in a phenological hierarchy' in the
Journal of Lingusitics 12.1 (1976). He will be back in Cardiff by the
end of July.
.
·
Robin Fawcett (Polytechnic of Wales, Cardiff) is going in July to a
conference on the computer parsing in Lugano organised by the University
of Geneva.
Chris Butler (University of Nottingham) will be visiting Israel for the
British Council this summer.
·
Christian Mathiessen, who many readers will remember from the 1980 Sheffield
Workshop, 1s worklng with Bill Mann on a computer model incorporating a
systemic grammar, at the Information Sciences Institute, University of
Southern California. He writes: "I hope that I can go (home) to Sweden
for a while in August or September, in which case I would try to stop by
in Britain (and Birmingham if I'm there at the right time)".
PLEASE TELL THE EDITOR OF VISITS ABROAD THAT YOU ARE PLANNING, SO THAT LOCAL
PEOPLE MAY MEET YOU, AND CONSIDER INVITING YOU TO GIVE A PAPER.
WORK ON TAGMEMIC-AND SYSTEMIC LINGUISTICS:

A REQUEST.

Nigel Gotteri writes: "I am collecting material for an article
comparing recent developments in Tagmemic and Systemic linguistics, and
would be most grateful for any suggestions you might have.
Would you agree, for example, 'that there is little borrowing or pooling
of insights between the two schools now, even though tagmemicists and
systemicists have tended to make sympathetic comments about each other's
work from a distance?
As far as works on specific languages are concerned, tagmemic and
systemic treatments of English are likely to provide the most convenient
basis for a comparison, but I would personally be parti.cularly interested
to hear of work on other European languages, si nee my own main 1anguage
interest is Polish.
Perhaps it is worth adding that I am neither a tagmemicist nor a
systemicist yet, a neutrality which will be maintained at least until the
comparative article has been written.
Any suggestions at all would be welcome.
Please reply to Mr. N.J.C. Gotteri, Department ·of Linguistics, University
of Sheffield, Sheffield. SlO 2TN.
TEACHING MATERIALS IN DISCOURSE ANALYSIS
David Cram, of the Department of Linguistics, University of Aberdeen,
writes: "I would welcome any ideas and suggestions for teaching materials
in the area of discourse analysis: there is a wealth of published work,
but I find it is problematic to develop material for teaching which is large
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enough to be more than anecdotal, but small-scale enough to ·be practicable
in a component of a first year Linguistics Course."
Please send a copy of any suggestions to Network, as well as to David Cram:
others are bound to be interested.
SYSTEMIC GRAMMAR-ANO ARTIFICfAL INTELLlGENCEi S{)ME CURRENT WORK
-~-·---·--

..

·--~-··--··.-

Christian Mathiessen writes about his work at ISI (for address see
'Papers available in mimeo form' section):· "I haven•t·seen or heard from
Mark James fwi th whom Mi chae 1 Ha 11 i day was workj ng 1ast year] si nee 1ast
December. ~e seems to be extremely busy and to have many commitments.
We are developing the grammar completely independently of him now. We used
'l;o be Bi 11 Mann and I, but the group has·now expanded since another
project is coming to its completion - Jim Moore and Steve Klein (a graduate
student in the UCLA computer science department) are now devoting more time
to Penman. We are now two linguistis: Yasu Fukumochi joined us a few weeks
ago. He is a near systemicist, a daughter dependicist (?) and wrote an MA
thesis under Paul Schachter at UCLA on relativization and complementation
in Japanese, using DOG.
There are various activities going on here. We are all exploring the
strengths and weaknesses of the knowledge representation we are using,
which is like Brachman's KL-ONE. Although this representation is far more
advanced than - and builds on - those used in the 60s, there are many
representation problems. Not surprisingly, quantification, modality, time
and hypothetical states belong to them. What is interesting is that in many
cases the limit will probably not be set by the grammar, but rather by the
knowledge representation.
As you can see from "A Grammar and a Lexicon for a Text-Production
System", which I have just finished [a copy of which accompanied the letter: see
'Papers available in mimeo form'], lexical semantic entries are seen as a
subset of the set of concepts. This may seem to be an oversimplification,
but it is only through simplification that we can hope to be successful,
I think. In general, I should warn you that the paper(which is to be
presented in June at the annual meeting of the Association for Computational
Linguistics) may not satisfy the linguist/systemicist in you, since it has
to make sense to the computational linguist. Although it is short, I found
it quite difficult to write since I was not very sure yet what I could assume
to be known. For instance, there are 'sentences' in it which we would. have
preferred to call 'clauses', but that term would have been misleading, I was
told.
Steve is working on the control structure for sentence generation, for
example the algorithm that will get the constituents to come out in the
right order. With the help of our small experimental lexicon, the output
of the grammar will soon be intelligible even to the non-linguist.
As for dictionaries, Longman wrote me that their di·ctionary of
contemporary English does indeed exist in a form that a computer can read.
Provided that this tape contains the full information of the normal dictionary,
we will get it. I have not looked at the problem of translating and
adjusting their word classes to a systemic classification in detail yet, but
atleast they have a rich verb classification, which is something we need.
Of course, making full systemic use of this dictionary and other computation a1
dictionaries is quite an undertaking and has to be a long-term project.

I
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Yasu is concentrating on the development of a program that will draw
system network diagrams; not an easy task,it seems to me. I am really
looking forward to the results. Even if I have to draw'in the lines
connecting the systems at first, I have laboured with sufficiently many .
systems, revisions and revisions of revisions to appreciate fully having
it done mechanically some of the time.
I have also been busy changing parts of the grammar and adding new
areas - I am just testing an addition for depen'dent clauses and sketching
an experiiJ!enta 1 version of the grammar which is based on the notion of the
grammar as one huge single network. This is to be contrasted with separate
networks for each class and opens up the p.ossi bi li ty for interaction between
these networks, which we have not had so far. I mentioned this to somebody
fresh from the East Coast and he said X-bar theory.
Incidentally, he pointed out to me something about the MIT area I
had not thought about, viz. the simple circumstance that there is a very
heavy concentration of linguistic departments within 150 miles from MIT.
The result is that there is nothing unusual in having 50 graduate students
in a class even if it is not taught by anybody like Chomsky and also that
the atmosphere is enormously stimulating, with many ideas in the air and
social lives filled with linguistics. My informant also suggested that the
reason many new linguists dry up (= turn away from Chomsky?) when they
leave the MIT area is the lack of similar conducive conditions."
SYSTEMIC LINGUISTICS IN INDIA
ProfessorShivendra Verma, Head of the Department of Linguistics at
the Central Institute of English and Foreign Languages in Hyderabad,
writes: "a number of our researchers find the systemic model useful for
doing registral, stylistic and discoursal analysis". Readers may be
interested to know that Mahendra Verma, who teaches linguistics at the
University of York, England, is Professor Verma's brother. Mahendra
teaches a course in systemic linguistics at York, and he is also responsible
for the Hindi teaching, We hope to publish a complete list of Shivendra
Verma's many writings related to systemic theory in a later issue of Network.
Meanwhile, readers with interests in contrastive studies may like to be
reminded of the existence of Mahendra Verma's systemically based
dissertation 'Sentence and clause patterns in Hindi and English' (Central
Institute of English, Hyderabad, 1968). We hope to publish a fuller
account of systemic linguistics in India and in Indian Languages in a
fu~ure issue of Network.
TOWARDS A SYSTE'MICALLY ORIENTED C()NTRASTIVE.GRAMMAR OF ENGLISH AND SPANISH
Philip Locke, of Alonso Cano, 42-7°A, Madrid, 3, Spain, writes that
he and a colleague at the University of Madrid, Angela Downing, are
currently engaged on writing (in Spanish) a Manual of English Grammar,
which they are striving to make somewhat meatier and more thorough than
those at present on the market there, and which will be amply contrastive
as well. At least one of them hopes to be at this yea~ Horkshop. If any
readers have experience of using systemic (or for that matter scale and
category) grammars for contrastive studies, perhaps you could write to
Philip Locke - and perhaps to the Editor too, since other readers are
likely to be interested.

I
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FIRTHIAN LINGUISTIC$ IN GERMANY
Erich Steiner (Anglistisches Institut, University of the Saarland,
Saarbrucken) write: "I am working as a teacher for English-Gennan
translation and as a research assistant with Professor Peter Erdmann.
Currently, I am writing my Ph.D. thesis on "Die Entwicklung des
Britischen Kontextualismus" {The development of British Contextualism,
as·we here call the 'London School', including firthian and neo-Firthian/
systemic linguistics.) The thesis, which will be finished by the end of
this year (hopefully), tak.es as its starting point the work of Sweet, Wegener,
Gardiner, Malinowski and goes on to Firth and Halliday. (who, by the way,
mentioned the Systemic Workshop to me when he was in Trier last year).
The thesis will be written in German because there is a need for a full
scale treatment of British Contextualism in Gennan.
For my thesis I have made a fairly comprehensive survey of the
literature on 'Britischer Kontextualismus' that has appeared in Gennan
up to now. These are mostly articles in periodicals or sections of books,
almost all of them written with the question of what 'Britischer
Kontextualismus' (BK from now on) has to offer for language teaching.
Most of these articles are rather sketchy, especially as far as the older
tradition is concerned. There is one exception, namely,
Annamaria Geiger, 1979, Britischer Kontextualismus und Fremd=
sprachenunterright. Berlin: CornelsenVelhagen &Klasing.
She gives a fairly extensive survey of BK in the first part of her book
(59 pages), emphasising the aspects relevant for language teaching.
I have made a survey of the literature in English as well, whidhis
fairly comprehensive for the older tradition but notf, of course, for
systemic linguistics.
You will probably know it, but just in case you don't, let me mention
to you a fci rly recent pub 1i cation:
J. Monaghan, 1979, The neo-Firthian tradition, Tubingen:
Max Niemeyer Verlag. 223 pages.
He focuses on Halliday and systemic linguistics, but gives an overview of
Malinowski and Firth as well. This book provides a very helpful introduction
to.systemic linguistics. .[This books is reviewed. on page 21 of Network·_Edltor.J
~:
·
.·
..
MY thesis also contains a chapter on the work of the 'Schools Council
Programme in Linguistics and English Teaching' which took place 1967-71
under Michael Halliday at University College London. In this I got much
help from David Mackay, Ian Forsyth and Geoffrey Thornton in personal
discussions earlier this year. They worked together with Michael Halliday
in the Programme.
Finally, a note on some current research we are doing here. We are
working on English 'Funktionsverbgefuge', by which tenn we refer to a
class of verbal groups where the process is realised in the grammar by
verb+ noun as in 'to give (s.o.) an answer' vs. 'to answer s.o.' or 'to
take a look (at s.th.)' vs. 'to look (at s.th.)'. (A case of 'Incongruence'?
I am thinking of Fawcett's Co nitive lin uistics and social interaction,
p. 91 ff). So far, we have concen ra e on e ques 10n o w 1c c asses
of) verbs such 'Funktionsverbgefuge' (FVG) can be derived from, and how
far they differ in meaning from the corresponding 'simple/synthetic' verb
fonn.

I
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I might prepare a little paper on problems connected with this part of·
our work. These problems include:
Which transitivity-network should be used?
How do these networks reflect the fact that many verbs have several
meanings (one entry or several?), and which of these meanings are taken
over by the FVG? (Think of the verb 'to appear', for example, and
·
corresponding FVGs like 'to have an appearance', 'to give an
appearance', 'to make an appearance'.)
Realisation rules from these networks to the ~rammatical structure.
The textual (and other) functions of the FVG.

I PAPERS AVAILABLE

IN MIMED FORM

I

PAPER BY ANDREW PHILP
'Dialect, register and code- and the teacher of English'. Glasgow: Notre
Dame College, 1978.
This monograph grew out of a series of artfcles for teachers of English
in Scotland. As the title implies, it is an introduction to the practical
implications of these concepts for the teacher and it covers what is familiar
ground formanyreadersof 'Network'. Wi.thin that area of discussion, it takes
a firmly bi-dalectal, pro-Bernstein/Halliday stand-point, taking issue with
the practicality for the teacher of the approach of writers like Trudgill.
What is perhaps new is that it relates the concepts directly to practical
approach for the teacher, whereby he may use them to illumine his 'normal'
theme-based English acti_vities in the class room in terms of 'meaningful
language contexts', rather than teaching 'linguistics' or'language-study'
directly to pupils in any sense - a task which the vast majority of teachers
shy away from:
Address: Department of English, Notre Dame College, Bearsden,
Glasgow. G6l 4QA.
PAPER BY CHRISTIAN MATI-flESSEN
'A grammar and a lexicon for a text-production system.' University of
Southern California, Information Sciences Institute.
The following abstract should be read in conjunction with Chris· Mathiessen' s
description of his work elsewhere in Network No. 2.
In a text-production system high and special demands are placed on the
grammar and the lexicon. This paper will view these components in such a
system (overview in section 1). First, the subcomponents dealing with semantic
information and with syntactic information will be presented separately
(section 2). The problems of relating these two types of information are then
identified (section 3). Finally, strategies designed to meet the problems
are proposed and discussed (section 4). One of the issues that will be
illustrated is what happens when a systemic linguistic approach is combined
with a KL-ONE like knowledge representation - a novel and hitherto unexplored
combination.
Systemic 1i ngui sts may 1ike to know that the name given to the gralllllar
used in this program is, engagingly, NIGEL.
Address: I.S.I., U.S.C., 4676 Admiralty Way, Marinadel Rey,
California 90291, U.S.A.
REMINDER . . . .
.
Network No. 1 listed papers by Margaret Berry, of the English Department, and
"Cilristopher Butler, of the Linguistics Department, The ~niversity, "Nottingham,
England. Network No. 3 will contain a list of papers by Jim Martin,
University of sydney.

~~
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BIBLIOGRAPHY
We give below a list of the writings of Michael Halliday since 1974. There is
ete list of his works until 1976 in Halliday: System and'function in
~~~· edited by Gunther Kress (London: o.O.P. 1976), so that the present list
some overlap.
·
All of these works have been published,and readers are reminded that most
libraries will obtain photocopies of articles from books and periodicals -for
readers, in some cases at no cost.
M.A.K. HALLIDAY:

BOOKS AND ARTICLES

.•--,.
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43.

Language and Social Man London: Longman (Schools Council Programme in
Linguistics and English Teaching: Papers, Seriesii, Vol. 3), 1974.
70 pp. (see no. 65 below)
.
·

44..
'

'Discussion with M.A.K. Halliday' Herman Parret, Discussing Language
Hague: Mouton, 1974. 81-120 ·(see no. 65 belOW)

45.

'The place of "functional sentence perspective" in the system of linguistic
description' Frantisek Danes (ed.), Pa ers on Functional Sentence ·
Perspective Prague: Academia (Czechoslovak-Academy of Sciences , 1974.
43-53
.

.

The

.

46.

Leiffning How to Mean: ex lorations in the devel-o ment of lan ua e London:
Edward Arnold (Explorations in Language Study , 1975. New York:
··
Elsevier; 1977. (includes reprint of 42, 51 & 57) 160 pp.

47.

ii.dtiguage as social semiotic: towards a general sociolinguistic theory'
Adam Makkai & Valerie Becker Makkai (eds.), The First LACUS Forum
·columbia, South Carolina: Hornbeam Press, 1975. 17-46. Also in Adam
Makkai, Valerie Becker Makkai &L~igi Heilmann (eds.), Linguistics at the
Crossroads Padova: Liviana; Lake Bluff, Illinois: Jupiter Press, l977.
13-41 (see np. 65 below)

48.

'Sociological aspects of semantic change' Luigi Heilmann (ed. ), Proceedings
of the Eleventh Internati anal Conress of Linguists Bologna: Il Mulino,
1975. 853-879 (see no. 65 below

49.

'The context of linguistics' Francis P. Dineen (ed.), Report of the Tl~enty
fi fth Annual Round Table Meeting on Lin uistics and Lan ua. e Stud
Washington, D.C.: Georgetown University Press ~1onograph Series in
Languages & Linguistics 27), 1975. (see no. 60 below)

50.

'Talking one's' way in: a sociolinguistic perspective on language and learning'
Alan Davies (ed.), Problems of Language and Learning London: Heinemann,
]g7s. 8-26

51.

'Learning how to mean' Eric Lenneberg & Elizabeth Lenneberg (eds.), Foundations
of Language Development: a multi disci 1 inary ers ective New York:
Academic Pres~; Paris: UNESCO ress, 1975. Vol. I Part III, Ontogeny,
Chapter 14) 239-265 (see no. 46 above)
·

52.

'Some aspects nf sociolinguistics' and 'Aspects of sociolinguistic -research'
Interactions Between Linquistics and Mathematical Education (Report on a
.
Symposium sponsored by UNESCO- CEDO- ICMI, Nairobi, September 1974)·. Paris:
UNESCO (ED-74/CONF. 808 (64-73) and 808/7), 1975. (see no. 65 below~

53.

'"The teacher taught the student English": an essay in applied linguistics'
Petet· A. Reich· (ed.), The Second LAUCUS Forum Columbia, South Carolina:
Hornbeam Press, 1976. 344-349
Also in ~1ohammad Ali Jazayery, Edgar C. Polome & Werner Winter (eds.),
_Linguistic and Literary Studies in Honor of Archibald A. Hill, Vol. IV:
Linguistics and Literature/Sociolinguisticsand Applied Linguistics. The
. Hague: r~outon (T,rends in Linguistics Studies & ~1onographs 10), 1979.
233-242
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(with Ruqaiya Hasan) Cohesion in English London: Longman
(English Language Series 9), 1976. xv, J74 pp.

55.

Systr.lm and Function in Language: selected papers edited .t;L
G.H. Kress London: Oxford University Press, 1976. xxl, 24
:''ln:::ludes reprints of (extracts fro:n) nos. 1, 5, 8, 15, 17,
20, 26, 29, 31 & 45 above.

56.

'Anti~.lan1r,uages' .,.American Anthrooolq:~st
':'se~ no. 65 below.
.

57.

'Early language learninr;: a sociolinguistic approach'
William c. ~cCormack & Stephen A. Wurm (eds.), Lanr;uage an<
Man. AnthronoJ.ogical Issues The Hague: Mouton (World
Anthropology Series), 1976. 97-124
·see no. h6 above

58.

'How children learn language' K.D. ·watson & R.D. Eagleson
(eds.), English in Secondary Schools: today and tomorrow
Ashfield, N.S.W.: English Teachers' Association of New
South Wales, 1977. 20-J?

59.

'Text as semantic choice in social contexts• Te.un A. van Dijl¢
& Janos Pe;t~'fi (eds,), Grammars and Descri tions Berlin &
New York: de Gruyter (Research 1n Text 'l'heory 1 , 1977.
176-225
':,~JC·3 rio. 65 below.

60.

Aims and Per<mecti ves in LinP.:uistics Applied Linguistics
AssocJ.ation of Australia (Occasional Papers 1), 1977·. 55 pp .
inincludes reprints of nos, 22 & 49 r-1bove.

61.

'Some thoughts on language in th.e middle school years'
English in Au.:3tralia lf2, November 1977. · J-16

62.

'Eine Interpretation der funktionalen Beziehung zwischen
Sprache und Sozialstruktur' (An interpretation of the
,
functional relationship between language and social structur4
Uta Quastho:ff (ed.), Sprachstruktur - Sozialstruktur: zur
,
J.inguistiscben Theorienbildunp; K~nlgstein/Ts.: Scriptor,
'
1978. 3-42
':'English vers1on in no. 65 below:

63.

'Meaning and the con:Jtruction of reality in early childhood'
Herbert 1. Pick ,Jr. & Elliot Saltzman (edG,), Modes of
Perceivinl?," and Processinp; of Information Hillsdale, N.J.:
Lawrence Erlbaum Associates, 19'78 (Chapter 5) 67-96

64.

65.

I

78.J, 1.976. · 570-58·

a

Is learnin~ a second language lilte learning
f3.rst language
all over again?' D. E. Ingram & T ••T. Quinn ( eds. ) , Languag£_
Learning in Australian Soci etlf :~_Q£eedin?s of the 1976
.
Con1r.ress of the Apnlled Linr;u.1shcs 1\ssoclation of Australla
Melbourne: Australian International Press & Publications
Pty. Ltd., 19'(8. 3-19

Language as Social Semiotic: t[le ~ial interpretation of
langvage an~l rneamng London: Edward Arnold, 1978
Baltlmore, l\lld,: university Park Press, 1979. 256 pp,
';'includes reprints of (e;ctrac.ts from) no.s. 4J, lfiJ., '+7, 48,
52, 56, 59 & 62 above
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Notes on "Talking Shop: demands on la!}Sluage" (for use with the Film Australia
production) L·L>dfield, N.S.H: Film Australia (Australian Film Commission),
1978. pp 4-41
67.
68.

'Cne child's protolc:nguage' Mc,\"garet Bullowa (ed.), Before Speech: the
beginnings of interpersonal communication Cambridge: Cambr1dge· Univer,sity
Ptess 1979. 171-190 ·
'Development of texture in child language', Terry Myers (ed. ), The Development
of Conversation and Discourse Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, 1979.
72-87

69.

'Tne ontogenesis of dialogue' \~olfgang u. Dressler (ed.), Proceedings of the
Twelfth International Conqress of Lin uists .· .. (Innsbrucker Beitrage zur
Sprachwissenchaft Special Vo ume , 197 • 539"-544
·

70.

'Some reflections on language .education in multilingual societies, as seen from
the standpoint of linguistics' Madge Claxton (ed.), Report of the.l977
Seminar on Language Education in Multilingual Societies Singapore:
Regional Language Centre (RELC), 1979.

71.

'Modes of meaning and modes of expression: types of grammatical ·structure,
and their determination by different semantic functions' D.J. Allerton,
Edward Carney'& David Holdcroft (eds.), Function.and Context in Linguistic·
Analysis: essays offered to William Haas Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 1979. 57-79

.· 72.

•

'Linguistics in teacher education' Jullian Maling-Keepes &Bruce D. Keepes (eds.),
Language in Education: the Language Development Project, Phase I Canberra.:
· Curri cul urn Deve 1opment Centre, 1979 279-286
·

73.

'Differences between spoken and written language: some implications for literacy
teaching' Glenda Page, John Elkins & Barrie O'Connor {eds.), Communication
Through Reading: proceedings of the Fourth Australian Reading Conference
Adelaide, S.A.: Australian Reading Association, 1979. Vol. 2, 37.-52

74. ·

'On being teaching' Sidney Greenbaum, Geoffrey Leech & Jan Svartvi k {eds.)
Studies in English Li~guistics: for Randolph Quirk London: Longman,
1980. 61-64

75.

(with Ruqaiya Hasan) Text and Context: aspects of language in a socialsemiotic perspective Tokyo: Sophia University, Linguistic Institute ·
for International Communication {Sophia Linguistica 6), 1980. pp 4-91.

76.

.

. 'The ~ontribution of developmental 1inguistics to the interpretation of language. . ',
as a system' Even Hovdhaugen (ed.) The Nordic Languages and Modern Linguistics: t(
Proceedings of the Fourth International Conference of 'Nordic and Generai
:,
Linguistics, Oslo 1980
Oslo: Universitetsforlaget, 1980. 1 - 18.
'
'The origin and early development of Chinese phonological theory' R.E. Asher
& Eugenie J.A. Henderson {eds.) Towards a History of Phonetics
Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, 1981. 123-139.

7a

·'

'The de-automatization of grammar:· from Priestley's "An Inspector Calls'"
· John M.P.nderson (ed.). Language Form and Linguistic Variation
Amsterdam: John Benjamin, 1981.
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REVIEWS
REVIEWING POLICY AND METHODS
We should first point out that the descriptions of books given in
Network No. 1 were taken from the publishers' blurbs or the authors'
prefaces, and they therefore, naturally do not provide a critical appraisal
of the works. We shall continue to give publicity to new books of interest
to readers, in this way when it is convenient to do so, but from now on the
emphasis in Network will be on reviews. Network depends on its readers, and
we would, therefore, like YOU to write a rev1ew- brief or more extended, as
you find suitable •. The Editor will, if you ask, write to the publisher to
request a review copy for you.
A list of titles for which reviews wbuld be welcome will appear in the
. next issue of Network. It seems worth reviewing certain books - and especially
. certain of the more systemically oriented works - though they may have been
out for a number of years, because most of these have been reviewed rarely
or not at all. Of those which have, there have been relatively few reviews
when the reviewer felt able to take the book in its own right, as it were,
as opposed to spending time in justifying (or attacking) its overall approach
in the light of the then dominant - and still influential - Chomskyan School
of Linguistics.
It will: therefore be one of the major aims of Network to establish a
tradition of reviewing which will' be critical, while starting from the·
assumption of a general sympathy with the broad systemic and/or Firthian
approach. (I hope it goes without saying that this statement of policy does
not imply that no basic tent of the theory should .be questioned: ·Network
will give room to anyone who wishes to discuss any topic related to systemic
and Firthian linguistics.)
Reviews will not necessarily only be of books: journals, extended
articles and even other reviews and review articles may also be the subject
of reviews.
This issue of Network contains two original reviews, and a reprint of
a major review article from Applied Linguistics 1.1 (1980). We are grateful
to Henry Widdowson, one of the Editors, for permission to reprint the article,
and readers with interests in the application of linguistics to areas such
as language teaching are encouraged to read Applied Linguistics regularly.
Many articles draw on systemic and related approaches to language, and the
current issue, edited by John Sinclair, is particularly interesting.
The Editor of Network would welcome suggestions for other reviews which
we might seek permission to reproduce.
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The recent work ojM. A. K. HALLIDAY: Lrmguoge as Social Semiotlt
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1. Language as Social Semiotic: the Social Interpretation of Language rmd Meaning
(1978) is the fifth book ·in five years presenting M. A. K. Halliday's devtloping functional and social theory of language. The others are Explorations in the Functions of
Language (I 973), Learning How to Mean: Explorations in the Detelopment of"
Language (1975), Halliday: System and Function in Language, selected papers edtted
by Gunther Kress (1976), and (with R. Hasan) Cohesion in English (1976). This review
article will discusS th~ major terms and components of the de\•elopin4 theory with
reference to all five books where appropriate; present a specific review ot Language as
Social Semiotic; and finally will comment on Halliday's work in the coni ext of that of

some select contemporaries.
2. The perspective on language maintained throughout the five books Ms been called
'social-functional' (cf. 1978:36-60). Halliday maintains that approaching language as
social semiotic means 'interpreting language within a soci9(:ultural conteJk, in whiCh the
cuhure itself is interpreted in semiotic terms-as an information syste... ; if thai terminology is pr~ferred. At the most concrete level this means that we take .ccoum of the
elementary fact that people talk to each other' (1978:2). This means that language is
seen more as an inter-organism phenomenon~ that is as something that happens between people. rather than as· an intra-organism phenomenOn, what h"'ppens inside
people, particularly their heads. Functionalism is seen as a per~pective for describing
language both externally as a social and cultural phenomenon and i.ilternally
a
formal system. It means: cfirst of all~ investigating how language iS used: Jrying to find
out what are the purposes that language serves for us, and how we are atJie to achieve
these purposes through speaking and listening. reading and writing. But.it also means
more than this. It means seeking to explain the nature of language in fuolitional terms:
seeing whether language itself has been shaped by use, and if so, in whllt ways-how
the form of language has been determined by the functions it bas evo#ved to serve'
(1973:7).
The language system is treated as' being basically tristratal: sem~ntics, lexi!Xigrammar, phonology. Each of these strata is seen as a system of potential of the social
semiotic of behavior, what the speaker can do; behavior which involves lllngu3.ge is the
resull of linguistic or semantic potential-what the user Can mean; ,this~ meaning
potential is realized in the next strata of the language system as lexidbgra'mmatical
potential, which is what the user can say. Phonology is concerned with tllle potential of
what we can 'sound' in a given language (cf. 1973:48-71, 1978:39fQ. ·
The relationship between these systems and the concept of functidll is best approached through Halliday's important case-study of the developmen!l of a child's
language in Leoming How to Mean (1975) and the first two papers 'Relevant Models
of Limguage' and 'The Functional Basis of Language' in Explorations ;I) the Function
of Language (1973). A child's early language de,.elopment (up to eight~~n months of
-age) is described as a process of his 'learning how to mean' lhrough gain1ng coutrol of
some basic use' (or microfunctions) of limguage: the instrumental ('I want'), the
regulatory ('do as I tell you'), the interactional ('me and you'), the per~onal ('here I
come'), heurisric ('tell me why'), the imaginative ('let's pretend') and tilt informative
(')'ve got something to tell you'). There is a tendency for the young child durlng this
process to use language for just one function at a time and to have only l}few items for
each function so there is a re~onably direct semantic function .....nnguistic item
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relationship. This contrasts with the multitudinous, potentially
functions of the adult speaker who operatenimultaneously "
functions: the ideational (language as 'content, reflection on thingS'),
personal (language as 'inter·action' t action on things) and the textual (language
'Jexture', structurer of messages). The role of Jexicogrammar for the adult or fonned
speaker is to act as •the linguistic device for hoo.king up the seleclions in meaning which
are derived frOm the various funclions of language and realizing them in a unified
structural fprm' (1973:42, see also fig. 5, 43). So;discussing the sentence 'Balbus built
a wall', Halliday points out that 'this sentence embodies a number of structures all at
the same time; there arC represented ... at least three ... different structural configurations, each one of which corresponds to a different function of language. On the
one hahd, there is a transitivity structure ... we could characterize this as Agent +
Process + Goal of Result. Now this configuration rtpresents the function of language
expressing a content, what I prefer to call the ideational function: language as expressing the speaker'S experience of the external world, and of his own internal world,
that of his own consciousness: But that clause has structure also in the modal sense.
representing what I would call the interpersonal function of language, language as
expressing relations among participants in the situati.on, and the speaker's own in·
trusion into itJ So the clause consists simultaneously of a modal element plus a residual
element. The modal element expresses the particular role that the speaker bas chosen to
adopt, in the situation and the role or role options he has chosen to·assign to the hearer.
At the same time the clause bas a third structural"configuration, that in terms of a
theme and a rheme,' which is itS structure as a message in relation to the total communication process ... all these three [structural configurations) are equally
semantic; they are all representations of the meaning ofrhat clause in respect of its different functions' (1978:46, see also sections I and 3 in Kress I 976).
This is a rewarding and revealing way or approaching the independent chiuse/simple
sentence and sidesteps the problem aS to whether the initial split strucrur~JJy Should be
binary (as in Noun Phrase + Verb Phrase, or Subject and Predicate) or otherwise
(Subject, Verb, Obje.."'l, or Subject, Predicator, Complement, Adjunct), but Halliday's
social and functional approach to language behavior cannot be content with this as the
key unit of description. Sentence is recognized as being a grammatical unit, a construct
of the linguist. People do not behave linguistically in sentences; they are choosing a
form of doing that involves linguistic meaning, they are acting semantically. So it
follows ahat the most important unit in a functional, socially oriented description has
to be a semantic unit. In Halliday and Hasan (1976) the unit text is suggested. Text is
not meant to be understood as a kind of super·sentence., something longer than a sen·
tence but of the same kind; rather it is the basic U{'it of the semantic process. nor a
grammatical unit. Viewed as phYsical events, texts themsel\'es are 'instances of
linguistic interaction in which p~ople actually engage' (1978:108). More abstractly, a
text is 'what is meant' and is the consequence of a set of choices from the tmal set of
options that a language makes possible, the range of s~t:nantic choices members of a
culture have access to in their language. Halliday (1978: 109) points out that interpreted
in terms of Malinowski"s concept Of the context of culture this means the entire
semantic system of the 13ngtiage, which is •a ficdon. something we cannot hope to
describe. Interpreted in the context of situation, it is the particul31 semantic system, or
sei of sub-systems, \\-hich is associated with ·a particular ·type of situation or social
context. This too is a fiction; but it is something that may be more easily describable•.
In the Malinowskian and Firthian tradition text is seen to be embedded in a context
of situation and imerpreted in the light of that -cOnrext of situation. The conaext of
siruation of a text is in turn, ~an instance of a generalized -social comexl or situation
'ype' which is 'not an inventory of ongoing sigh1s ~nd Sounds but a semantic structure'
(1978:122). Halliday's suggestion is that a paqkular situation-type can be regarded as
I! s~rniotic structure repre~e!Jt~d ~ a complex of three dim~nsions: the on-going social
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role relationships involved, and the symbolic or rhetorical
11!!'1ilimensions are handled by the diatypic categories of field, tenor and
nrroduced and developed in language variety. description (cf. Halliday,
and Strevcns 1964, Spencer and Gregor,y 1964, Cat ford 1965, Gregory 1967,
and Carroll 1978). Halliday's point is that field, tenor and mode can be conas not just 'kinds of'language use' or simple 'components· of the speech setting'
but rather .as •a conceptual framework for representing the social context as the

semiotic envirOnment in which people exchange meanings'. Register, the most abstract
diatypic variety category, can then-be seen as 'the configuration of semantic resources
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that the member of a culture typically associates with a situation type•; he points out
that 'both the situation and the register associated with it can be described to varying
degrees of specificity' and that 'the existence of registers is a fact of everyday experienCe-speakers have no difficully in recognizing the semantic options and com·
binations of options that are "at risk" under particular environmental conditiOns'
(1978: 109-llO).
Field, tenor and mode when viewed as semiotic comPonents of the situation, as they
are now by Halliday, can then be systematically related to the functional components.
of the semantics: field to the ideational function, language as content-carrier, speaker .
as observer of life's rich pattern; tenor to the interpersonal function, ·Jangu8ge as
participation. speaker as· intruder into other people's lives; and mode to the textual
function, the actualizing of the other functions. However it is important to note that
mode and the choice of mode do also relate to the ideational function by way of field of
discourse: there are those things we tend·to write about. Modes also relate with the
interpersonal function by way of personal and functional tenors: formal and written ·
tend to go together as do informal and spoken,_and the phatic functiQn is common in
the spoken mode as the descriptive is in the written (cf: Gregory and Carroll op. cit:
46-47).
To return to text: it is to be seen as a piece of language that forms a unifio:d whole
and not just a collection of sentences: it has the·quality of texture, that is. it functions
as a unity with respect.to its environment. It hangs together internally by way of
cohesion (Halliday and Hasan op. cit; Halliday 1978:128-154 panicuh;trly). Cohesion
is involved when the interpretalion of an element in the text presuppOses something
other than itself and that something is also explicitly realized in the text; the two
elements, the presupposing and the presupposed, form part of the sallie text and constitute a cohesive 'tie'. Reference, ellipsis, substitution, conjunction~ and lexical
cohesion are, in English, the sources of text formation beyond sentence boundaries: the
structures of grammatical units like sentences, clauses, groups, words are, of course,
themselves text-forming. Jri deciding, consciously or unconsciously, whether what we·
hear or read is text.or random bits of language, we not only respond to linguistic clues,
but also to situational clues. So Halliday and Hasan (op. cit:23ff) see text, the crucial
unit of language, as a passage of discourse which is both consistent in register and so .
'coherent with respect to the context of situation' and which is coherent with respect to
itself in so far as it displays cohesion. It has been pointed out elsewhere (Gregory and
Carroll op .. cit:4J) that 'what is more important than text/non·text decisions in a con·
sideration of language variety and social contexts is the more or less of texture, and
how much of the interpredve weight is internal and how much external •••. The
recognition and the description of the internal and external conditions for text have
high potential for use in linguistic pedagogy and applied stylistics'.
Function and use, ideational, interpersonal and textual function~. semantics, Jexico·
gra~mar, phonology~ system, text, context of Situation, situation type, register. field,
mode.. tenor, cohesion-,..these are the key items in the coherent ~context of situation' of
Halliday'~ output pf the last five years, ip which, as he says 'language is used
reflexively to explore itsetr (1978:5) echoing J. ~. Firth's well known 'linguistics as
lan_g\lll~e IUrned back on itself' remark. With the c:xcepti()~ <If tb~ clil!aborative Ci!~
·~'··
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with Hasan, the books discussed are c6hections of articles and papers so there is the
· inevitable repetition of key concepts. HOwever, apparent repetitions are often accom·
panied by changing insights and extensions of meaning and application without losing
consistency with earlier uses of the terii)S.
3. Language as Social Semiotic: 1he .~odal interpretation of language and meaning
(1978), the latest collection, is well organized and contains some important clarifying
passages. The first section, The socio~linguistic perspective, contains the discussion
between Hermann Parrett and Halliday on •A social-functional approach to language'
'(36-58) first published in Parrett (1974'1. Here the distinction between the 'experiential'
and 'logical' sub-components of the ideational function is most clearly presented
(48-49). The distinction can be discerned in the~exicogrammar's realization of them by
way of different types of structure. The experiential is the 'content' function of
language proper, expressing processes and phenomena of the external world 'including
the world of the speaker's own consciousness, the world of thoughts, feelings and SO·
on' and these are expressed through non-:recursive structures such as those which
realize tranSitivity in the English clause. The logical component, on the other hand, is
eXpressed through recursive stru~'1Ures, parataxis and hypotaxis, involving apposition,
coaordimi.tion. condition and reported speech. These constitute the logic of natural
language. Halliday sees the distinction as necessary 'partly because logical meanings
are clearly distinct in their realization •.• and partly because one can show that the
logical element in the linguistic system, while it is ideational in origin in that it derives
from the speaker's experience of the external world, once it is built into language
becomes neutral with respect to the other functions. stich that all structures whatever
their functional origin can have built into them inner structures of a logical kind' (49).
Significantly, Halliday is against imposing any hierarchy on the functiOns; he does
recognize that in order to answer to certain purposes and pre·occupations it can be convenient to single out one function rather than another, but theoretically he finds it
important to give equal status in the linguistic system to all funcrions and points out
that traditiOnal grammar with its emphasis on the mood system which is 'purely imer-·
personal, concerned with the sociaJ.interactional function of language' was not as
ideationally biased as often assumed. As. might be expected he resists 'treating the
social meaning of language as some kind of optional extra' (59).
Indeed the di~tinguishing characteristic of Halliday's current Work is the very opposite Qf such a stance. Much socio·linguistics exhibits an uneasy sending out of feelers
from a Confident sociological position to a hesitant ·linguistic one or vicc-\'ersa. But
H3.11iday's developing theory is one in which social and linguistic, external and internal
aspects of language behavior are intimately and mutually related and descriptively tied
together through the concept of networks of choice: semantic .networks. Jex.ico·
grammatical networks, and phonological networks. This is abstractly described
(40-41). Each level or stratum is seen as a network of paradigmatic relations (Firth's
system). Each network is a set of imerrefated systems, sets of options with conditions
of entry, so it is· both a representation of options and of the inter~relations among
options. Two detailed papers 'Language as social semiotic' (108-126) and 'The sociosemantic nature of discourse' (128-151) exemplify the relationships between the strata
and system choices. ·PanicuJarly dear and useful are the tables (I 17-120) illustrating
the 'determination of semantic features by elements of lhe semiotic structure of
situation'. 'semantic systems and their realization•. •interpersonal and textual .sysrems
and their realization' in the text of the speech of a two year old boy. Reviewing
Halliday (1973) I remarked that 'important question~ remain .. _particularly as
regards the precise relationship between meaning potential and its realizaEion at the
level of form and the nature and detail of the realization rules wllich convert the two,
<tnd the place of both within a comprehensive social theory of language' (Gregory
1976:198-199)~ These two essays and chapters 9-14 in Kress ed. (op. dt) ga a long way
tt;twards answerill& these ques!ions.
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'" Welcome too are clarific3.rions
and deVelopments of Bernstein's concepts of code.
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'principles of semiotic organization governing the choice of meanings by the speaker
and their interpretation by the hearer• (67), and critical socializing contexts, such as the
regulatory one between parent and child. These are touched upon not only in the essay
&The significance of Bernstein's work for socio-linguistic theory' which will be familiar
to many as the foreword to Bernstein (ed.) 1973 but in several other essays and most
intriguingly in 'Sociological aspecls of semantic change': 'lf there are changes in the
social structure, especially changes affecting the family role systems, these may lead to
changes in the child's orienlation towards or away from certain ways of meaning in
cenain types of situation: .1nd this, particularly in the environment of what Bernstein
calls the ''critical socializing.contexts'', may lead to change in learning strategies. and
hence to change in the meaning potential that is typically associa.ted with various
environments-i.e. in the semantic system' (91). II is pointed out that such changes
would be gradual and would not necessarily entail discontinuity, most likely involving
a shift in preference as regards semantic choice. This opens up a fruitful way of inves·
tigating the history of a language and could be particularly rewarding 'in the diachronic
study of English where there is a wealth both of text and social and cullural informatiOri.
Beyond all Halliday's theoretical and descriptive work 'lies an outer context, that pf
language and the human condition' (5). This means that his motivations and ultimate
concerns are 'applied' ones, .focusing particularly on education both as process and
experience; and the final seCtion of the book contains three essays on sociolinguistics
and education reflecting his work for the Schools Council and the Nuffield Linguistics
and English Teaching Programme and his enduring concern for the teacher and student
at all levels of education. Moreover. because his orientation is so consistenlly func~
tional and social all his essays are relevant to understanding the nature and centrality
'of language in the educative process. He deals With complex matters complexly but this
book should be rewarding and enlightening for any teacher .of language (imd all
teachers are in a sense language teachers) who reads it with care. The closing sentence
of his own introduction is apposite: 'If some of the argument seems remote frOm .everyday problems o( living and learning, this is because these problems are not simple, and
no simple account of what happens at the surface of things is likely to be of much help
in solving them' (S).
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knows; the background to what he does 'is what he could. do-a
objective, not a competence. which is subjective. Now Hymes is taking
organism ticket 10 what is actua.lJy_an inter:-organisll'l distinction . .. I find it an
necessary complication' (1978:38). But Halliday is aware of the degree of overlap of
interest and concern with HymCs; he notes the rough correspoildence of Hymes'
referential with his ideational and socio-expressive with his interpersonal (cf. Hymes
'1969) and sees Hymes' eight components of speech: form and content, setting, participants, ends, key, medium, genre and interactional norms (Hymes 1967) as one way of
handling context of situation and text {1978:61).
·
· Significantly Halliday pays tribute to William Labov noting that 'he has uncovered
new fac.ts aboutlanguage.(a rare accomplishment) and led the subject along new and
rewarding paths' (1978:5). Such Labovian positions as that on the 'rich and highly
structured' ,language whick surrounds the child (Halliday 1978:54 and cf. Labov 1970),
and the. importance of the degree of attention paid to speech in matters. of variation
both accord well with Halliday's positions. He does, however, take Labov to task for
his 'ill-formed and ill-documented' attacks on Bernstein (1978:87) and argues that
Labov needs Bernstein's theory of cultural transmission and social change to make
sense of his own work (1978:98 and cf. also 1978:67):
·
There is also no doubt that Bernstein's work has profoundly influenced Halliday's
recent thinking. In the late fifties and early sixties the strongest influences in his wo~k
·were those of Malinowski and, most particularly J. R. Firth. He extended the latter's
concepts of 'system' and Structure' and 'modes of meaning' into what came to be
known as 'scale-and-category' or Neo-Firthian linguistics. helped pioneer work on
diatypic varieties and on stylistics (e.g. Halliday 1959, 19(\1, 1964, 1967 and Halliday,
Mcintosh and Strevens 1964). By the later part of the sixties Prague Circle innuences,
particu1arly as regards functional sentence perspective, and the ideas of Sydney Lamb
on strata and 'realization were reflected in his modification o( scale and category into
what might best be described as functional systemics (e.g. Halliday 1969, 1970). He has
aJso been associated, directly and indirectly wiih research projects concerned wirh the
desCription of curpora of language in action. This dynamic experience with develOping
~heory and description and the ability to synthesize creatively seems to have been gh'en
its greatest bJost by finding in Bernstein a sociolinguist who is not afraid of theory or
description, who has indeed advanced strong hypotheses about the nature of social
semiotics by way of his work on acculturization, socialization, and the role of language:
in both. This has helped Halliday work with confidence towards a general socio·
linguistic theory, to take firmer steps towards what Pike (1967) attempted: an approach to language in relation to a unified theory of the structure of human behavior.
We have for sqme decades witnessed an emphasis on the investigatiori of language as
an individual possession. It is to be hoped that the coming decade will show a preoc·
cupation with language as a shared possession. as a social inter-activity uniquely
central to men and women's existence among other men and women. "In this regard the
importance of Halliday's work can hardly be overestimated: h _attempts to peneuate
the .mysteries of language at the same time as it is open to use for many socially hil·
portant purposes: it respects the unlidiness of what happens when people speak and
wrhe at the same time as it sets out to tame this wilderness in a socially meaningful
way' (Gregory 1976: 199).
6

~

4. Halliday places himself in the ethnographi~-d.Scriptive tradition in linguistics
associated with Saussure, Hjelmslev, the Prague School, Malino~ski,/Firth, Boas.
Sapir and Who~f (1978:5) and it follows that he rejects tl!~ type of high idealization·
associated with Chomskyan linguistics. As he sees it this is characteristically expressed
in the competence-performance dislinction: competence referring to .the natural
language i.n its idealized form; performance, a 'ragbag' referring to everything elst.
This is not much use.to the investigator who sees language·inter~organistically and who
is interested in linguistic interaction: and Halliday also rejects Dell Hymes• solution to
the problem. Having noted that rhe competence-performance distinction idealizes •out
of the picture' most of the distinctions he is interested in, he goes on to ask 'What can
you do about this? You can do one of two things. You can say ... ul accept the
distinction but J will study performance"'; you then set up .. lheories of performance",
in which case it is necessary fO formulate some concept (which is Hymes• com·
munkadve competence) to take account. of the speaker's ability.to use language in
ways that are appropriate to the siruation .... You say there iS: a &'sociolinguistic com~
petcnce" as well as linguistic competence. Or you can do wha! I would do, which is to
reject the distinction altogether on the grounds that we cannot operate wi\h this degree
and this kind of ideali~tion. We accept amych lower level of formalization: instead of
rejecting what is messy we accept the mess and build it into a theory (as Labov does ·
with vari~tiO!J) , •• , Th•r~ is no !leed 19 bring io II!; question of wh;~t Ill•. speak~r
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- 19 reenoaum Leech and Svartvik (Eds.), Studies in English Linguistics for
~~~2Jll!!!.ir!:!k~, London, Longman, 1980; pp. xvi + 304.
This is a collection of twenty-six original papers in honour of
Professor Quirk, and it includes a bibliography of his writings. The papers
are arranged in the following sections: Language Theory; English Grammar;
Semantics of English Modals; Text and Discourse; Stylistics; Attitudes to
Language; Lexicology and Phonology. Since the contents of the book are so
miscellaneous I shall concentrate on one section of particular interest to
systemic linguists - though the choice is, I must confess, somewhat
arbitrary. This is the section on Text and Discourse.
There are seven papers in this section. In the context of some
observations on the metaphorical nature of scientific models, J. McH.Sinclair
sets up a scale or hierarchy of grammatical moo~s:
a. declarative and positive polar interrogative,
b. negative polar interrogative and tag questions,
c. non-polar interrogative and
d. imperative.
He points out that these make progressively greater demands on the addressee
and, further, that the more demanding functions can be realised by any of
the moods literally expressing less demanding functions. Thus although
'transmit content' can only be realised by declarative mood, the declarative
clause This is High St. could in appropriate circumstances be taken as 'offer
proposibon for acceptance', 'offer guidelines for response' (cf. ··where is
the bank?) or 'suggest activity' {cf. ·Let•s·have·another·look·at·the map.)
Firbas and Enkvist each contribute a paper on tonic placement. Firbas
('Post-intonation-centre prosodic shade in the modern English clause')
investigates the reasons for non-placement of the 'intonation centre' on the
final element of a clause. The main outlines of this topic have been worked
over before, especially in HaTiiday {1970), and it is. disappointing not to
find any comparison made with that contribution. The most interesttng section
is on the semantic structure of clauses, where Firbas attempts a distinction
between adverbials as 'specifications' and adverbials as 'settings'.
Enkvist argues that the constraints on non-corrective focus marking are
derivable from the two major functions governing the use of marked focus.
Thus marking cannot be placed on old information, nor can it go on items
incapable of evoking contextually relevant presuppositional sets. It is the
latter conclusion that is the most interesting, though one would like some
clarification of what 'presupposition' means in this context. For instance,
he says that the speaker of JOHN ate the sandwich 'would normally have
presupposed that his interlocutor alreadY knows that somebody ate a ·sandwich',
whereas he surely presupposes no more than that his interlocutor is willing
to accept the topicality of whether or not somebody ate a sandwich.
Crystal ('Neglected grammatical factors in conversational English')
notes that the texture of domestic conversational text is not well modelled
by traditional paradigms. First, it is not the sentence but the chain of
clauses linked by connectives that is the appropriate model, and secondly,
the import of the adverbial is generally underestimated. The paper is based
upon a study of a corpus of text.
Svartvik contributes a paper on 'Well in conversation', in which the
argument is neatly summarised: "The c'OiiiiiOn denominator of the uses of·well
in the corpus seems to be that of shifting topic focus in discourse. I~
signals that the speaker is going to shift ground ••.•• ".

- 20 James Monaghan, The Neo-Firthian Tradition and its contribotion to General
Lin~uistics.
x+
pp.
THb1ngen: Max Niemeyer (Linguistische Arbeiten 73) •
.Price: £15;20.
This book is essentially a thorough summarising and integrating work.
It seeks to relate the 'neo-Firthian tradition' to general linguistics,and
it does so on two dimensions: in Chapter 2, diachronically, to Malinowski
and Firth (but surely the debt.to the Prague School should be given a
significant role here?), and then at various points throughout the rest of
the book, sychronically and compantively, to other contemporary theories.
The book's structure is as follows. After a brief introductory chapter,
Chapter 2 gives 'The background to the neo-Firthian tradition' which
summarises usefully the main ideas of Malinowski and Firth. There is a very
brief and so inevitably inadequate section on the way in which Firth's ideas
relate back to those of de Saussure (a relationship which I at least have
found increasingly central to a clarification of the basic nature of language:
see Fawcett 1980b), and a handy three-page note on prosodic analysis. ·
Chapter 3, entitled 'The foundations of neo-~irthian linguistics', outlines
some of the central concepts. In the section on 'Meaning and'ijiscovery
procedures" ~ the scare quotes could perhaps have been as appropriately
around 'meaning' as around 'discovery procedures', but Monagham is
absolutely right to emphasise that the systemic approach to language .analysis
is, to quote Monaghan's own citation of Quirk (1960: 57), in
"the mainstream of linguistics from Sweet and de Saussure to
Muka¥ovsky, Vachek, Hjelmslev, Firth and Pike, in attempting
to make linguistic statements which take account of both form
and meaning".
Compare also Bolinger's Meaning and Form (1977) which reasserts this
same tradition. Other basic neo-Fi rthi an concepts covered-ihcJude: 1evel s of
language; formal meaning ('the meaning that an item has by virtue of its
being a term in a ·system' ·a Saussurean concept if ever there was one);
the rank scale and its units, structures and classes, systems, delicacy
and exponence, and the role of context in linguistic analysis.
Chapter 4, 'Language functions and linguistic systems', introduces briefly
Halliday's ideas on the way that the adult plurifunctional model of language
emerges from the monofunctional code of young children, and presents in
summary form Halliday's three main macro-functions: the ideational, the
interpersonal and the textual - without, however, looking critically at the
criteria upon which they are set up {which is in my view an insightful ·
exercise: see Fawcett 1980a:26f}. The next three chapters take each component
in turn, exp 1ori ng the rna in Ha 11 i day an concepts proposed for each. . Chapter 6
is on 'The organisation of discourse', and Monaghan rightly emphasises (p. 130)
the distinction made by Halliday (1977: 182) between 'structure-generating
systems' (i.e., those that determine the 'theme-theme' structure of a clause
and also the (given)"..-·new..,. (given) structure of a tone group), and 'nonstructu
cohesive relations'. Indeed, one can go further and see that these
other aspects of the cohesiveness of a text result from the selection of options
in systems in ALL of the functional components - but Monaghan, unfortunately
perhaps, does not follow this or, by and large, any other line of thought that
would be in conflict with the summarising and integrating style of the book.
Chapter 6 is noteworthy also for its introduction of some comparatively little
known work by Eugene. Winter (which has developed out of his earlier work with
Huddleston, Hudson and Henrici on Sentence·and clause·in scientific·En~lish,
1968). Chapter 7 similarly introduces work by scholars other than Ha liday.
It presents Sinclair and Coulthard's ideas on discourse analysis in the
context of the interpersonal function,though it could be argued that the
material should have been given a separate chapter, since it belongs to
another 'level' of language (if one accepts the proposal that the relationship
is one of 'level' to 'level' within language: perhaps it is part of a semiotic
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than a lingustic gratmlar?). But I welcome Monaghan's forward-looking
in relating Turner's and Halliday's work with Bernstein on socio-semantic
}networks to acts (or would it be moves?) in discourse, if only by juxtaposing
· the two sections. The book closes with a chapter of 'Conclusions' which point
'forward to Halliday's Langua~e and Social Semttic (1977), which was not yet
published at the time when t e dissertation on which this book is based was·
being written. There is also a useful glossary of Hallidayan terms and a
very full bibliography.
As will be clear, this book,which is ostensibly about the 'neo-Firthian
tradition', concentrates overwhelmingly on the proposals of Halliday. But it
gives rather less space than is appropriate to the contributions of others,
such as Hudson, and it should also be pointed out that it is not as up to date
as its date of publication might lead one to expect. It presents, for example,
the 1967-8 model of transitivity, rather than the version to appear in The
Meaning of Modern English, ·as presented by Margaret Berry (1975), and as-T
have said, there is no mention of Language as Social Semiotic (1978) •. While
Winter (1977), · . Sinclair and Coulthard (1975) and Turner {1972) get a fair
summary, there is very little mention (and in some cases no mention) of the
work of.others who have contributed to the systemic tradition, such as·
Huddleston, Henricf, Hudson, Fawcett, Winograd and Martin (to name those
mentioned on the dust cover of Halliday and Martin's Readings·in Systemic
Li ngui sti cs, due out this Autumn) , as we 11 as others 1n pH nt well before
the date of publication, such as Berry, Davey, Ellis, Gregory, Hasan and Ure.
The biggest gap is the lack of proper coverage of Hudson's important contributions to making systemic grammars explicit.
·
However, if Butler's survey article 'Recent work in systemic linguistics'
in Language Teaching and Linguistics Abstracts 12.1 (1979) is used as a
supp 1ement to th.i s book, the two works combine to pro vi de a good coverage of
the development of the theory to its current state. And Jim Mona.ghan adds to
his summary presentations perceptive comments of his own at many points, so .
that the book is in fact far more than an efficient summary. It is a valuable
work, especially as a reference work for students, I have found - though it
must be said that it is rather expensive. Most neo-Firthian linguists will
want to own their own copy, despite this, and it is certainly .worth getting
two or three copies for the ltbrary; students following courses in systemic
linguistics really will find this book useful, and so will use it regularly.
•'••
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Finally, readers of Gennan will be interested to know that there is (or
will shortly be?) a German adaptation of this book, entitled Die Firth Schule,
also published by Niemeyer.
.
·
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- 22 Wolf-Dietrich Bald ('Some functions of·ye~ and no in conversation')
disappointingly fails to provide an analysis 0 conversational functions.
A response of yfs to the following utterances is characterised as 'agr•eement'
in all cases: n due course·would ou stick that·in his· i eonhole (this is
called a yes/no ques 1on ; · ou rea ro us an . ress a e ore·tou·saw it;
I didn't want to be pressurised Hke that an* more. A response o ~to the
last of these is described as 'agreement wit a negative statement' (p. 184),
. though it certainly does not express the idea: 'You didn't', and is taken
·as evidence for the weakly supported claim that ·~and no lose their
polarity and may be substituted for one another' ~response to negative
statements.
Finally,·Nelson Francis gives a description of the Brown University
Standard Corpus of Present-Day English, and of current work on improvement
of the semantic and syntactic analysis of the corpus.
·
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Readers of Network may also be interested in a paper in the 'English
Grammar' section by M.A.K. Halliday. In 'On being teaching' he suggests .
that a new tense is emerging in English, which is beginning to fill a defect
in the paradigm (i.e., the system network) for tense and aspect.
The book, then, extremely miscellaneous. as is inevitable in a book of
this type, bl!t there are many interesting pieces in it.
Reviewed by David J. Young,
Department of English,·
U.W; I .S. T.,
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SHORT ARTICLES
LAYERS OF EXCHANGE STRUCTURE FOR DIRECTIVE EXCHANGES*
ret Berry
Department of English Studies
University of Nottingham.
ln Berry (inpressa) I proposed simultaneous layers of structure for the
exchange by analogy with those which Halliday (e.g. 1970) had proposed for the
clause, the exchange being the discourse unit originally introduced by Sinclair
and Coulthard (1975) .and deKeloped by e.g. Burton {1978), Coulthard and Brazil
(1979) and Stubbs (in press).
In that paper, forreasons of space, I restricted my discussion to exchanges
of the type which Sinclair and Coulthard called Inform and.Elicit exchanges.
I have since received a number of inquiries as to how, along the same lines, I
wquld handle Direct exchanges. I hope eventually to write a full article on
this topic, but in the meantime it seemed sensible to produce a few notes for
Network, indicating the lines that such an article might take.
My main interest is in the co-occurrence and sequencing restrictions on
different classes of speech act. In spite of the vast literature on speech
acts there have been very few attempts to consider them from this point of
view •. Martin (1981), Stubbs (in pressb) and Butler {forthcoming) have recently
made observations which could contribute to such a study. The present notes
are intended as a further contribution.
I will first sketch layers of structure for directive exchan~es. (I am
using Butler's term in preference to Sinclair and Coulthard's as 1t seems less
open to misinterpretation.) I will then briefly relate these to observations
which have been made about speech acts.
I~. Functional 1ayers of structure
1. lhe interpersonal layer
In my discussion of eliciting and infonning exchanges, I was assuming
Coulthard and Brazil's definition of an exchange as 'the unit concerned with
negotiating the transmission of information' (CB:43). I would now still regard
the exchange as 'the unit concerned with negotiating', but in directive
exchanges what is being negotiated is the carrying out of an action rather
than the transmission of information.
For informing and e1iciting exchanges I distinguished two roles: primary
i'
knower and secondary knower. For directive exchanges I would di sti.ngui sh two
similar roles: primary actor and secondary actor. The primary·actor is the
~
person who is actually going to carry out the action being negobated by the
exchange. The secondary actor is the person who is going to carry out the
action by proxy, as it were, by getting the other person to do it.
Let us consider some possible exchanges in the light of the distinction.
First it should be said that, although the exchange provides opportunity
for negotiation, it is of course perfectly possible for an action to be
carried out without any negotiation having taken place. In (1), for example,
the primary actor simply carries out the action and that ts that.
(1) A, on entering a room, sees papers flapping about on a desk in a
breeze from the window. He closes the window.
This may be compared with a similar possibility for unnegotiated transmission
of information. Monologues and most forms of written language consist entirely
of unnegotiated tt·ansmissions of information. The difference is that, whereas
an unnegot;ated transmission of information is still linguistically interesting
as it still involves language, an unnegotiated action is not linguistically
·intet·esting per se. An action is only linguistically interesting when it is
syntagmatically related to other moves which are linguistically realised.
-----~~~~~~-~~--~~~~~~~~~~~-7.~~~~~---i
* While most of this paper is readily interpretable on its own, there are places
where a familiarity with Berry (in pressa) helps. This is av~ilable from the
authors in mimeo form, along with other papers, as descr1bed 1n Network No. 1.
1'.:.'
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The simplest way in which an action may be syntagmatically related to
a linguistically realised move, or at any rate the way that has been most
discussed in the literature, is when it follows, having been predicted by,
a move in which the secondary actor requests/commands that actiqn. Fairly
standard examples are (2) and (3).
(2) A: (Could you close the window, please?
B: NV
(3) Teacher: t Shut that window immediately.
Pupil:
NV
·
(Following Sinclair and Coulthard, I use the symbol NV to represent non-verbal
action.)
So far I have probably just been stating the obvious. However, what does
not appear to be generally recognised is that negotiation of an action can
1nvolve a chain of more than·two moves.
The primary actor, although he is going to carry out an action himself,
may delay this action in order to check that th~ action is acceptable to the
secondary actor. In this case the primary actor will contribute two moves to
the exchange, making (at least) three moves in all, as in (4) and (5).
(4}HJA: Shall I close the window?-71 U
ltlo B: Please.
[ AO
A: NV
(5>)u A: Would you like some coffee?
LAO B: Yes, please;
A: NV
In all probabnity, (5) would not end with the NV move, as I have just made it
appear. There would be a further move by the secondary actor following up and
acknowledging the NV action. Such a move would also be possible after some of
the other examples given above:
(6) t A: Would you like some coffee?
A" B:
Yes, please
:;--A: NV ol-',,
, v B: Thanks •
(7) cA: Could you close,the window, please.
~t;vB:
NV
':4. A: Thanks.
(8) A, on entering a room where.B is working, sees paper flapping about on
B's desk in a, breeze from the window.
A: NV
"" B: Thanks.
On the basis of examples such as these, I would propose the following
xchan_ges~
interpersonal structure for direct_.iv{·U /I;(C
V'o',,u
( (dal) f
) al (a2f)
where al = the main contribution of the primary actor, the actual NV action;
a2 • the move in which the secondary actor requests/commands/etc. the
NV action;
dal = the move in which the primary actor delays his action in order to
check its acceptability to the secondary actor;
a2f = the move in which the secondary actor follows up and acknowledges
the NV action.
This structure is exactly parallel to .the interpersonal structure which
I proposed for eliciting and informing exchanges.

. .. "'''·· , .... ·---~~~·~
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(At present I am concerned with the structures of exchanges in terms of
ves. At some future date it will be necessary also to consider the
structures of the moves in .terms of acts. One point along these lines that
·should probably be made immediately is that I would follow Sinclair and
Coulthard in assuming that an obligatory NV action may be accompanied by an
optional verbal contribution from the primary actor, as in (9) and {10).
(9) A:/ Could you answer the telephone please. I'm busy.
B: ~<Okay.
NV
(10) A·f Take five paces to the left and there put in the first marker.
B~t:.~ Five paces to the 1eft.
·
, NV
If the action is to be an action sometime in the not-immediate future, then
the verbal contribution from the primary actor in fact becomes obligatory,
as in (11).
(11) A:( When you go downstairs, could you turn off the central heating
please.
B:l"1 0kay •

.....

NV
In order to account for facts such as these it will be necessary to recognise
two classes of act in the structure of the al move: the actual NV action;
and the (optional) verbal contribution. For the former I will use Sinclair
and Coulthard's .term react. The latter I will call assent. (I am not using
Sinclair and Coulthard's term acknowledge here, since acknowledge for them is
a cross-class. See Berry 1979 for d1s·cussion of problems associated with
cross-classes.) )
2.

The textual layer
The textual layer of structure for directive exchanges would be exactly
the same as for eliciting and\ informing, :exchanges:,
ai ( bi ( aii {bii) ) )
where ai = the initiating move, the first contribvution of the first
contributor to the exchange;·
bi = the first contribution to the second contributor;
aii = the second contribution to the first contributor; .
bii = the second contribution to the second contributor.
This layer of structure is my equivalent of Sinclair and Coulthard's IRF
structure. It is a layer of structure which is not so much interesting in
itself as for the way in which other layers of structure are mapped on to it.
One such point of interest lies in the way in which the roles associated
with the interpersonal layer are mapped on to the roles associated with the
textual layer. From the particular combination of roles in the first move it
is possible to predict the structure of the exchange as a whole. Thus, the
interpersonal structure which I proposed in the previous section allows a
number of possibilities: one obligatory move plus an optional follow-up move;
two obligatory moves plus an optional follow-up move; three obligatory moves
plus an optional follow-up move. Which of these possibilities will actually
occur depends on the combination of roles in the first move. If the first
contributor is the secondary actor, then the action must be negotiated. This
means that the exchange will consist of two obligatory moves plus optionally a
follow-up move. If the first contributor-is the primary actor, he has.a
choice between negotiating his action and not negotiating it. If he chooses
to negotiate, the exchange will consist of three obligatory moves plus optionally
a follow-up move. If he chooses not to negotiate, the exchange will consist
of one obligatory move plus optionally a follow-up move.

:I
I'

I

I'

II
(1

:I,
'I'I
i,

'i•

- 26 When discussing eliciting and informing exchanges I made use of Labov'
terms A-event and B-event (Labov 1972:124, Labov & Fanshel 1977:100} to refe
respect1vely to information in connection with which the first contributor was
the primary knower and to information in connection with which the first
contributor was the secondary knower. By analogy I will now use the term Aaction to refer to an action in connection with which the first contributor-is
the primary actor and the term B-action to refer to an action in connection
with which the first contributor 1s the secondary actor.
The options avai1able to the i.nitiator of an exchange, together with their
associated realisation statements, can then be represented as follows:

select A action

--'>>.

[

initiate
exchange
~eep

---)o)o.

[

select B action

-

----;~ [ do not tiegoti ate
negotiate
/

quiet

Realisation statements:
initiate exchange: include al and ai
select B action:
include a2 and bi; conflate a2 and ai; conflate al and bi
do not negotiate: conflate al and ai
negotiate:
include dal and a2, bi and aii; conflate dal and ai;
conflate a2 and bi; conflate al and aii.
These systems and their realisation sta~ements are exactly parallel to
the ones that I proposed for eliciting and informing exchanges.

3.

The ideational layer

Further work will be necessary before I can confidently propose an
ideational layer of structure fq;r directive exchanges. However, it would seem
to be possible to proceed along'the sam1J lines as for eliciting and informing
exchanges.
The main differences between directive exchanges and eliciting/informing
exchanges would appear to be:
i) that a completed proposition, which is obligatory for an eliciting/
informing exchange, is optional for a directive exchange- example (2),
for instance, has no completed proposition;
ii) that what is obligatory for a directive exchange is a completed action.
A completeaaction, of course, plays no part at all in an eliciting/
informing exchange.
A first tentative proposal for an ideational layer of structure for
directive exchanges might, then, be:
(pb) (pc) ac (as)
where pb = propositional base;
pc = pt·opositional completion;
ac = action completion;
as = action support.
Some way would have to be found of relating action content to propositional
content, as I assume one would wish to be able to account for the fact that
examples such as (12) are pragmatically, if not linguistically, ill-formed.
*(12) A: Could you close the window, please.
B opens door.
A: Thanks.

-
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Example (12) might well occur, but 1n that case A's'Thanks would in all
nroballility be sarcastic. One could only account for the sarcasm if one had
shown that the exchange was not a regular exchange. On thebrelation
between regularity, deviance and implicature, see Berry, in press .)
II.

Formal layers of structure

In Berry (in.pressb) I proposed formal layers of structure which could be
said to realise the functional layers of structure: a layer of structure in
terms of ellipticity classes which could be said to realise the ideational
layer of. structure; and a layer of structure in terms of mood classes which
could be said to realise the interpersonal Jayer.
(The textual layer is realised simply by position in linear sequence.)
Once again I restricted my discussion to eliciting and informing exchanges.
There is no room in these brief notes for a full discussion of the formal
layers of structure which realise the functional layers of directive exchanges.
I will just make a few remarks drawing attention to some of the main points of
difference.
Ellipticity classes
For directive exchanges I would propose an extra ellipticity class:
an ellipticity class 4 move would be a move in which there is no language at
all, in which the co~tribution is entirely non-verbal.
It could then be said that directive exchanges can be realised by the same
sequences of ellipticity classes as their eliciting/ififorming equivalents,---but that directive exchanges will also tolerate realisations in which each
move is one degree more elliptical~n would be expected for its nearest
elicitng/informing equivalent.
Thus (13) has the sequence of ellipticity classes 1 2 3, which is exactly
.what would be expected of its nearest.eli.cjthg/informing equivalent.
(13) A: Could you close the window.
B: Yes.
1.

NV

B:

Thanks.
(14), which still seems a perfectly normal exchange, has the sequence
each of the first ·three moves being one degree higher than would be
for its nearest eliciting/informing equivalent.
Coffee?
Please. '

A:

NV

A:

But

2 3 4 3,

expected
(14) A:

B. Thanks.

Mood classes
The structure I proposed in terms of mood classes for eliciting/informing
exchanges was:
((Q){~}> s ( Oh )
2.

The equivalent structure for directives would be:

( <0}> {~} )

NV

(

·Thanks

)

- 28 where Q =question;
S = statement;
I = imperative;
Thanks= the set of items such as Thanks, Right;·Good that can occur
after the NV action.
.
b
(For definitions of statement and question, see Berry, in press .)
The first two moves of a directive exchange will again tolerate a wider
range of realisations than their eliciting/informing counterparts. _If we
number the mood-classes - question ~ mood class 1, statement = mood class 2,
imperative = mood class 3 - we can again say that each of the first two moves
of a directive exchange can be realised either by the mood :Class(es) that
realise its eliciting/informing counterpart or by a mood·class which is one
degree higher. (There is no room in these brfef notes to discuss the --possibility of independent motivation for such a hierarchy of mood classes.)
.
Notice that this approach makes very clear the constraints on distribution
of imperatives. An imperative can only occur in a slot occupied by an a2 move.
(Although directive exchanges allow a wider range of realisations in the
ways I have just been discussing, there are other ways in which they are more
restricted in their realisations. I would wish to claim, for instance, that
any sentence which realises one of the pre-NV moves must contain a modal verb
and must be either first or second person. This would, of course, rule out
Sinclair and Coulthard's Is that your coat on the floor again? However, it
seems reasonable to rule thlS out. It is not a regular d1r.ective. As Sinclair
and Coulthard point out, itwould be perfectly possible for the son to just say
Yes and go on reading. Also, the example seems to be implicating something;
~clair and Coulthard say that isbis 'a formulation which betrays irritation'
(SC:S). Again see Berry, in press , for discussion of the relation between
regularity, deviarce and implicature.)
III. The advantages of such an approach.
1.

Possibilities for generalising across directive exchanges and eliciting/
informing exchanges

Coulthard and Brazil (1979), whose approach to exchange structure I would
regard as the most promising so far, have some very interesting things to say
about informing/eliciting exchanges but seem very uncertain how to handle
directive exchanges (CB:47-48). The approach which I have been outlining here
does offer a framework for handling directive exchanges, and furthermore a
framework which enables the similarities between directive exchanges and other
exchanges to be made clear. Once due weight has been given to the similarities,
the differences between directive exchanges and eliciting/informing exchanges
can be pinpointed more precisely: pragmatically that directive exchanges
centre around a completed action while eliciting/informing exchanges centre
around a completed proposition; realisationally that directive exchanges are
less restricted in terms of ellipticity classes and mood classes, more
restricted in terms of features such as modalisation and l/2 personalisation.
The fact that generalisations across directive exchanges and eliciting/
informing exchanges are being captured makes for economy in the grammar:
A generalised structure can be given for exchanges
( (dxl) x2 ) xl
(x2f)
x being interpreted as actor for directive exchanges, knower for eliciting/
·informing exchanges.
In a system network, one set of options can be made· to apply to both
directive exchanges and eliciting/informing exchanges. All that needs to be
added is the one system differentiating directive exchanges and eliciting/
informing exchanges.
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select A
event/action

negotiate

select B
event/action

...

.........~;,. [

initiate
exchange

follow up
---')~

. >[

- ··'.

.
do not follow up

keep quiet

. >[

proposition oriented
action oriented

One set of realisation statements will also do for both types of
exchange. The realisation statements given in section 1 .2._can be adapted
for this purpose simply by substituting x s for the a s of the interpersonal
functions. The. only sys tern which wi 11 need specially stated rea 1i sati on
statements will be proposition oriented/action oriented. Further work will be
necessary before it is possi b1e to forma 1i se rea 1i sati on statements for this
system, but presumably it is fair to say that they will be stateable in terms
of features of sentences.
2. ·Possibilities for defining speech acts
Butler (forthcoming) makes the point that it is linguistically undesirable
that discussions of speech acts should rely too heavily on definitions that
relate ultimately to the intentions of the speakers. He proposes to base his
definitions not only on the lexica-syntactic forms of the sentences which realise
the speech acts but also on the syntagma~ic relations into which the speech
acts themselves enter. Stubbs (in press ) and Martin (1981) also take
syntagmatic relations into account when distingui!ling speech acts. This seems
to me to be a very promising development.
_____
However, all three of these writers seem to assume that only imm~9t~~
adjacent speech acts are relevant for this purpose. If speech .acts are seen
as occurring in exchanges consisting of up to four moves, in the. way that I
have just been outlining, the possibilities for defining them in terms of their
co-occurrence and sequencing restrictions are greatly increased.
There would seem to be three main advantages under this heading of the
approach which I have been advocating:
i) The increased possibilities for formal identification of speech acts which
have hitherto been problematic from this point of view. For instance ·
Martin (1981:60) admits to having problems with the speech act 'offer',
as it has no distinctive linguistic realisations. It may not have any
distinctive linguistic realisation, but it does have a distinctive place
in exchange structure; it is the only speech act as far as I am aware
that can be followed by an a2 move and then by an NV action and then by
Thanks.

J
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The increased opportunities for showing how difterent sets of facts
speech acts are related. Thus Stubbs (in press :53-57) makes the
separate points that an offer can be followed by an utterance containing
~lease, that an utterance containing please can be interpreted as a reques
hat a request can be followed by Thanks. The framework that I have given
here offers a way of showing that these three sets of facts are all part
of the same general pattern.
iii) The increased opportunities for comparing and relating different approaches
to the study of speech acts. In particular, it is at present very
difficult to relate the work of Sinclair and Coulthard tofuat of other
people working on speech acts. Sinclair and Coulthard are concerned with
co-occurrence and sequencing restrictions, but work with an almost entirely
different set of speech acts from that of most other people. Most other
people are in general agreement over at least a hard core of what are to
be regarded as speech acts, but take very little account, if any, of cooccurrence and sequencing restrictions. The speech act 'request' will
serve as an instance of a problem case here. It is frequently regarded
as a speech act, but it would be very difficult to accommodate it within
Sinclair and Coulthard's present proposals. As Stubbs has shown, requests
can sometimes be initiations and can sometimes be responses. But Sinclair
and Coulthard firmly separate initiations and responses; there seems to
be no way in the context of their present proposals of relating initictlng
requests to responding requests, no way in fact of recognising a category
'request' which would include all instances of requests defined on other
grounds. How then can one relate the proposals of Sinclair and Coulthard
to those of other workers in the field who do recognise the category
' request' .?
.
Although I would disagree with details of Sinclair and Coulthard's
proposals, I would still wish to work within their general framework, as they
have attempted to tackle what I see as ~eing this very neglected problem of the
· CO:Occurrence and sequencing restrictions on speech acts. There is room here
only for the briefest of sketches of the way in which I think Sinclair and
Coulthard's work could be adapted to take account of some of the speech acts
which other people recognise as speech acts.
Assuming the 4-element structure for directive exchanges which I discussed
above, I would first propose a primary class of acts to operate at head in each
of the moves:
class operating at head of dal move: offer
class operating at head of a2 move: directive
class operating at head of al move: action
class operating at head of a2f move: acknowledgement.
ii )

It would also be necessary to propose a primary class of acts to operate
at pre-head in the al move: assent.
Each of these primary classes could then be sub-classified. Sub-classes
of directive, for instance, could be set up on the basis of
a) whether, given suitable adjustment to the ellipticity, they could be
preceded by a dal move.
b) whether they could be followed by an al move which contained an assent
and if so which lexical items could realise this assent.
c) whether they could be followed by an a2f move and if so which lexical
items could realise this a2f move.
This would yield at least three sub-classes:
order/command - cannot be preceded by da1 move, cannot be followed by a2f
move;'""followed by al move which ~1illnot contain assent;
Request
- can be preceded by dal move, can be fOTTowed by a2f move.
Tollowed by al move which can contain assent; .

~":.:.:

-. .
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followed by al move which can cmntarn-assent.
(e.g. A: Have a seat. B:--rhanks. NV. Notice that both
request and invitation can be followeaby Thanks, but that in
the case of request Thanks will be represenbng a2f, while in
the case of invitation 1t will be representing assent.)
Similar sets of classes and sub-classes could be proposed for eliciting/
informing exchanges.
Such an approach would seem to provide a way in which co11111only discussed
speech acts such as request and offer could be ten'tatively brought within the
Sinclair and Coulthard framework. It should then be possible to investigate
whether the types of criteria commonly used'to distinguish speech acts do define
the same sets of acts as the co-occurrence and ·sequencing criteria used by
Sinclair and Coulthard or whether the two approaches are totally incommensurable.
, Final query: Could a promise be regarded as an initiating, and
consequently non-elliptical, assent?
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SYSTEMIC
LINGUISTICS AND ENGLISH LANGUAGE TEACHING: A PROPOSAL ARISING FROM .
..,_..,,
A VISIT TO NlGERIA
This short article includes both a description of an enjoyable visit to
Nigeria and a suggestion for a research project. It is because of this second
element that it is placed here, in the 'short articles' section.
For two weeks last Autumn I found myself, at the invitation of the
British Council, on the pleasant campus of the University of Ibadan, Nigeria.
I was there, together with Philip Davies, a specialist on audio-visual aids,
teaching on a course organised by Professor Olu Tomori, My task was to give
a lecture. or so a day to college of education lecturers and others of a
similar level of experience in education on 'Communicative/functional/national
approaches to language teaching'.
Background to the proposal
Between 1981 and 1970, the last five years of which I spent at the
Insti'tute of Education in Nairobi, teaching English as a Second Language was
my business, so it was a strange experience to find myself reading through the
current TESL literature in the context of another part of Africa. I was, of
course, familiar with the major developments in the area, and I therefore
knew that there had been a movement towards an approach that was more
'communicative' and more 'semantic' and so less purely syntactic. Indeed, I
had contributed, back in 1973, to the AILA/BAAL Seminar organised by
Chris Candlin at Lancaster, entitled The communicative teachin of En lish.
One of the catalyst works was David 1 1ns o ona sy a uses
976)
which I had read with interest and a large measure of approval.
But as I read some of the more recent work~ and as I began to look
critically at the movement {if that is the right word) as a whole, I was even
more delighted - both for what was there and, paradoxically -perhaps, for what
was not there but was clearly demanded by what was. Let me outline what some
of the books have to offer, and so explain what I mean.
Let us begin with two books published in 1978. A particular feature of
Henry Widdowson's Teaching language as communication (OUP) is its healthy
emphasis on discourse structure. And John Munby's Communicative s{'llabus
design (CUP, 1978) goes even further in what I would see a.s the 'nght'
7hrection: in both it and Michael Canale and Meriel Swain's article 'Theol"etical
bases of communicative approaches to second language teaching and testing' in
Applied·Linguistics 1.1 {1980), a central place is given to the Hallidayan
'soc1ai semiot1c' approach to language. And in both the latter and in other
recent works, such as Keith Johnson and Keith Morrow'.s Functional materials
and the classroom teacher: some back round issues (CALSi Onivers1ty of
ea ng,
, we may no e a ur er 1mpor an evelopment: evidence of a
growing recogni·ttoti that while the. communicative function of an utterancesentence is important, there is still a need to incorporate what is best in
the relatively old-fashioned appl~ach to planning language courses, where
grammatical structures, lexical items and, in the better courses, intonation

- 33 'segmental- phonology were introduced in a care,fully planned way.
1

It is precisely here that systemic grammar may have a particularly
valuable contribution to make - with its view of language as essentially a
network of paradigmatically related options in meaning, realised in syntax,
items and intonation. In other words, if the material in the 'grammar' part
of language teaching syllabuses were to consist of a series of more and more
coniplex system networks for each of the various functional components into
which the grammar may be divided, together, of course, with their realisations
in syntax, lexis and-intonation, then we would have a helpful marriage of
(1) the new emphasis on meaning and (2) the swing back to the emphasis on
grammar.
Note, however that there would still need to be a separate network of
the 'socio-psychological purposes' of communication, corresponding to the
'categories of communicative function' described by Wilkins. One way in
which this link may be incorporated in a theoretical model is proposed in
Jim Martin's 'How many·speech acts?' (mimeo, 1980), and another in my recent
book (Co nitive Lin uistics and social interaction, Heidelberg, Julius Groos
and Exe er n1Vers1 y,
, pp.
an
But there is a problem. While there is broad agreement among systemic
linguists as to what the major options are in each main area of meaning (eac:h
'meta-function'), there is no grammar of this sort that has been published that
is anything like complete enough for this purpose. It seems to me that we ·
urgently need someone to work on this: a relatively simple presentation of
the fullest system networks and realisation rules for as much as possible of,
for a start, English. The sort of qualifications I would look for in the
person (or people) concerned would be: (1) at least seven years of English
Language teaching, including some course-writing, (2) probably a postgraduate TEFL qualification, and (3) famniarity with systemic l.inguistics.
Has anyone any suggestions of such a person - an.d of how they might be funded?
I for one would be interested in supervising such a project,and I am sure
that there are many otherswho would too.
The Visit to Nigeria
Finally, a brief glimpse of the visit to Nigeria itself. As to what I
taught on the course that will now be fairly clear. I outlined a systemic
functional view of language, introducing the eight types of meaning recognised
in Fawcett, 1980. I introduced the dialect and register framework, relating
it, with the help of my listeners, to the current situation in Nigeria, as
well as the discourse model of Sinclair and Coulthard. I suggested that
paradigms of 'communicative functions' could be related to their syntagmatically
defined 'acts' and, obviously enough, that there is an unmarked relationship
between some of them and certain mood/illocutionary force options in the
grammar itself. We looked at recently produced British materials that had been
developed under the influence of~e communicative approach, and we briefly
considered how some of the materials currently available in Niqeria might be
re-interpreted in this light. Finally, I tried to show.hpw a systemic functional
analysis could shed light on the means by which a passage of the West African
writer Wole Soyinka creates the sense of 'chaos' that literary critics have
discerned in it. There was a strong systemic background among some of my
listeners, largely as the result of the courses run by Professor Bisi Afolayan
at the University of Ife, and it was good to find that Michael Gregory's
sabbatical visit of some years ago was still remembered as a time when
linguistic life at Ibadan quickened!
All the Nigerians I met were outstandingly hospitable. But I think the
highlight of the visit was a trip to the neighbouring university at Ife, where
Bisi Afolayan, who did his Ph.D. at London under Michael Halliday, heads a
busy department of English Language. He seems to run a veritable school for
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systemic linguists, and there are already strong post-graduate links with
University of Sheffield. I hope we may soon be meeting some of his postgraduate students at future 'workshops, and that I may be able to persuade Bi
to write an account of his courses for the newsletter.
so; if you get the chance to go to Nigeria - go!
Robin Fawcett.
IF YOU HAVE BEEN ON A VISIT THAT MAY INTEREST READERS, PLEASE SEND IN A
DESCRIPTION.

I EIGHTH

INTERNATIONAL SYSTEMIC WORKSHOP

I

This will be held 10- 12 September 1981, at Wyddrington Hall, University
of Birmingham. There are two themes, 'the motivation of features in English
transitivity networks' and 'various approaches to textual analysis'. This
year we intend to have few, if any, formally pf'esented papers; Rather, there
will be introducers of· sessions, and the aim will be to move as quickly as
possible to discussion and/or work on some problem of network construction or
the analysis of a text, and so to create a genuinely 'workshop' atmosphere.
TRANSITIVITY NETWORKS
The purpose of focussing attention on all or part of a single network in
the experientiaJ_ component is to enable participants to consider four
alternative networks, and so to compare the motivation for each, and· specifically .
the criteria for including features. Those intending to come to the workshop
are advised to read Jim Martin's 'The meaning of features in systemic
linguistics' (1979). This is available from the author, Dr. J.R. Martin,
DepartmentofLinguistics, University of Sydney, Sydney, NSW 2006, Australia.
The purpose of this set of sessions islessto study the nature of transitivity
in English than to examine current practice and theory in relation to the
construction of system networks - an issue at the heart of systemic linguistics.
Presenters of network and/or introduc:e1•s of discussions are likely to include:
Margaret Berry, Chris Butler, Robin Fawcett and David Young.
TEXTUAL ANALYSIS
Here the aim is to bring to bear on a simple piece of text (which will be
circulated to participants in advance) a number of types of linguistic
analysis. Presenters may also introduce other texts to illustrate certain
points if they wish. Areas to be covered are:
discourse analysis: Eirian Davies, plus perhaps Kay Richardson and
one or more others.
cohesion:
Roger Hilyer.
syntactic .· analysis: Doris Dall imore, presenting the 'syntactico-semanti c'
model used on the Polytechnic of Wales child language
project. And others?
plurifunctional analysis: Offers? Or willing hands pitch in?
There will also be contributions from Michael Gregory (subject to be
announced), Bill Greaves: 'Asp_E!C!~ of a natural text: "Dungeons and dragons"
(a chi 1drens ga~', Jim Benson, on 'Barchester Towers '• and Richard Hanscombe.

II.

The programme starts with tea at 3.45 a.m. on Thursday lOth, and ends
after an evaluation and closing business session at 2.30 p.m. on Saturday 12th.
The booking form follows.
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Margaret Berry and Robin Fawcett, Workshop Organisers.
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